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Moscow for a weekend trip 

Seller Info

Alla Vekshina

9725592@mail.ru

Four Seasons Tours

The tour operator "Four Seasons Tours" (RTO 009937) is from

Moscow, Russia. Having more than 15 years of experience our

agency offers the full spectrum of highly professional services.

We are pleased to present our main directions:

• daily guaranteed tours around Moscow - the Kremlin, the

Armory Chamber, Kolomenskoye, Mosfilm, VDNH, Moscow

City, sightseeing tour, evening excursion, etc.

• tours to Moscow (hotel + excursions) - from any day to any

number of days

• tours to Saint-Petersburg

• tours to the historic Golden Ring towns (Sergiev Posad,

Vladimir, Suzdal, Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Rostov Velikiy, cities

of folk crafts - Palekh, Khokhloma)

• various individual or group sightseeing tours and trips

Our aspiration is to organize the most unforgettable journey so

you can experience.

Alla

Vekshina

Nov 30, 1999

+7 (495) 737-6655

alla-vek

+7 (901) 546-5592

http://9725592.ru

Russian Federation

г.Москва, Измайловское ш., д.71, корп. 4гд

105613

Download
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Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION:  «MOSCOW WEEKEND»

Program 4 days / 3 nights
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1 day - Thursday

 

Meeting at the airport. Transfer to the hotel Izmailovo. Hotel accommodation.

Free time.

 

Day 2 - Friday

 

Breakfast buffet in the hotel restaurant

Meeting in the hotel lobby. Transfer to the city center.

Excursion "Moscow - the capital of our Motherland" (walking tour around the

city center - Alexander Garden, Red and Manezhnaya Square, St. Basil's

Cathedral, historical buildings of the city center).

Bus sightseeing tour around Moscow - city center, Teatralnaya, Lubyanka

Square, Volkhonka, Christ the Savior Cathedral, Znamenka Streets,

Mokhovaya, Ilyinka, Vorobyovy Mountains.

Walking tour through the territory of the Kremlin with a visit to 1 cathedral -

Ivan the Great Belltower, Tsar Bell.

 

Duration of the excursion is 5 - 6 hours.

                                

After lunch - free time or excursions for an additional fee:

1. Visit to the Armory Chamber of the Moscow Kremlin - a unique collection

of weapons, armor, jewelry (Monomakh's cap, royal thrones, royal regalia),

household items, coaches, etc.

The duration of the tour is about 1.5 hours.

The cost of the tour is 700 rubles. / 12 € per person
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2. Walking tour around the city center - Nikolskaya street, GUM (architecture

and history), Lubyanka square - the history of the square, the buildings of the

KGB, the Polytechnic Museum, the Children's World.

The duration of the tour is about 1.5 hours.

The cost of the tour is 2 000 rubles. / 30 € per person

 

Day 3 - Saturday

 

Breakfast buffet in the hotel restaurant

Meeting in the hotel lobby.

Excursion "UNDERGROUND PALACES OF MOSCOW" - with the story and

show of the most beautiful subways's stations - Partizanskaya, Revolution

Square, Kievskaya, Mayakovskaya, Novokuznetskaya. A story about the

construction of the Moscow Metro, architectural and technical solutions of

stations, their design.

Walking tour to Zamoskvorechy - a unique corner of Moscow, which has

preserved the ancient charm of the old city, the story of the preserved,

untouched merchant Moscow. As well as we wil visit Tretyakov Gallery (tour

of the exposition of Russian art of the XVIII - XIX centuries)

Duration - 4 - 5 hours

 

AFTER DINNER - free time or excursions for an additional fee:

 

1. Walking exursion  along the canal with access to the Moscow River - views

of Zamoskvorechye, the Cathedral of Christ the Savior, the Moscow Kremlin, a

high-rise building on Kotelnicheskaya Embankment

The duration of the tour is about 1.5 hours.

The cost of the tour is 2 300 rubles. / 35 € per person
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2. Walking tou  along the Moskva River to the Gorky Park  and we will visit 

Museum of the Park. 

The duration of the tour is about 2.5 hours.

The cost of the tour is 2 800 rubles. / 45 € per person

 

Day 4 - Sunday

 

Breakfast buffet in the hotel restaurant.  Your personal things will be  handed

over to the hotel's storage room.

Meeting in the hotel lobby. 

Excursion "Moscow nobleman" - walking tour and visiting Old Arbat. Old

Arbat  is one of  the oldest streets in Moscow. Well-known poets, musicians

and  artists used to llive here. 

Moreover, you will get chance to see art's performance.

Duration - 2 hours

Free time. Transfer to the airport for departure.

Departure city: Москва

Posted: Apr 06, 2018

calendar

EVENT DATE: from Nov 30, 1999 to Nov 30, 1999

Others dates of tour.: по четвергам

Pricing

TOUR PRICE

Location

Itinerary: Moscow

Country: Russia

Important

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: accommodation in the hotel "Izmailovo"

breakfast
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transfer airport - hotel - airport and during excursions

excursions, including entrance tickets to museums

invitation for a visa

NOT INCLUDED:: public transport

souvenirs

extra food
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